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M

y conclusion is simply that it is not

a single principle, or any simple answer at
all, that makes or breaks a life. It is only
the determination to rise from every fall,
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~*~
~ On Pain ~

W

hen you are hurting, it seems

nothing can fill your empty cup. Pain
comes with loving, I've learned that.
When it comes to those we care for,

~*~

separation is one of the hardest things
there is. Still, it is also true that

I

without the depth of that caring,
there would be no pain. I'll take the

've learned -

That sometimes when you let go, your
connection grows tighter.

pain and be grateful for the loving
deepened by it.
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I

am who I am. (this may sound

elementary, but it was important
realization)
Anyone who cares to spend any time with
~*~

me will enjoy me for who I am, not for
whom they wish I would be.

T

he best sermon

is one that someone gives themselves.
The best preacher,
is one who can inspire motivation.
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Everything we do matters. . .
It is just a question of to what degree. . .
and in what way.
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I have learned that without being myself, I
am no one, and I please no one. Trying to
please everyone results in the opposite, I
please no one, least of all me.
~*~

Eternity in Five Minutes

W

hen forever seems too much,

When MORE seems overwhelming,
When perfection looms
with jagged teeth
and biting claws of guilt
I remember. . .

Endurance
is only
ONE
choice
added to ONE
other choice.

I can be valiant for
five minutes.

Eternity is nothing more
than ONE breath at a time.

I can make ONE
good decision.
I can resist ONE
time.
I can do ONE good
thing.
Then the rest will
take care of
themselves.

I can take ONE more breath.
I can be valiant for five
minutes.
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I

only know, . . .

I can not understand
another's pain,
I can only feel with them,
the measure of its echoes.
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I

~*~
~*~
've found

it is easier to have no shoes. . .
if you have someone
willing to simply say,
"Yes, it really is difficult without shoes."
It changes nothing,
but yet. . .
everything.
You know?
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S

eeing. . . is the beginning to
Understanding,

Understanding, is the beginning of
Communication,
and
Communication is the beginning of
change.
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I

f we could only get past

what we ARE NOT. . .

we may actually smile
at how very much we ARE.
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L

onging for something

isn't a bad thing
in my understanding.

Only when that longing
keeps you from enjoying the beauty
and the joy you DO have,

I

f you count the delights

instead of the irritations,
you get joy
instead of aggravation.

~*~

does it become
a stumbling block.

~*~

W

~*~

eightlifter

I once saw a picture of Atlas,
holding the earth on his back.
Sometimes I feel like
that too
when the difficulties
seem to pile.
Do you think I could
pause
under the burdening
weight
and ask someone else
to shoulder my world
for a while? ~MRS

I

t is my humble opinion. . .

That the Lord
works with our willingness.
If we are willing to listen
and to act
on whatever it is
that HE sees as good for us,
more of it will come to us.
If we are not. . .
like myself as a parent,
I pretty much pull back
until my child is willing to listen
to what I've already given him.
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L

ife isn't perfect,

but
it is an adventure.
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L

ife isn't measured in what we do,

or do not do,
but who we are becoming. ..
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Time Passage
When time passes
Things look new again
Old emotions die
and others flowing begin.
We look to others,
to solve our pains
when inside
is all we have to gain.
Touch a heart,
open a soul,
feel the brightness,
become whole.
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L

ove... is the action of loving,

delicate words reach
the tips
of strong branches of caring
which grow from intimate service
and feed the thick immobile trunk
of trust. . .
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W

ith no expectations,

comes a lack of intimacy.

~*~

I

n our silence we speak.

Beware that what is understood
is what we intended to say.
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W

ho you are

does not come
from what you do,
or even
what others think of you,
but
what you know
of yourself

~*~

That is the nature of the beast.
With intimacy,
comes expectations.
and
vulnerability...
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L

ife isn't a test. . . . It is a puzzle!

There is always someone
who hides one piece,
a few may get dropped on the floor
and still others lost
in a sea of pieces
not yet sorted through,
or. . .
sorted through time and time again
and still missed.
Sometimes,
We try and put the wrong piece
In the right spot
And only find out later
That wanting it to fit
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H

e don't pray to God

to inform Him
of anything
He doesn't already know,
we pray
so that we can know,
what we already
know.

urt comes from hurting.
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G

etting what you want

is not the same
as getting what you need.
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S

ometimes
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N

o Words

Sometimes there are no words
Sometimes there are too many
Sometimes all one can do
Is simply breathe
in quiet witness
o
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the hand of God. . .
is one half
the size of our own.
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"How we are"

. . . So goes reality.

Ann Ninn says,

Let it be cast away

"we don't see things
how they are. . . we
see things how *we*
are".

in favor of imagination
and what

Looking into the
mirror you hold up,
I see the me
I expect to be.
Holding up the
mirror

is comfortable
to see.
If I see you as innocent
of purposeful wrong
as you are is how

you need

you must see me.

Funny things. . . mirrors.

to reflect you,
I watch as you look past
into what you must see.. . .
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A

s long as I'm alive,

no one has seen my best

because it ain't been produced yet!
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P

eople don't say

what needs to be said,
they say
what they want
to be heard.
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B

oundaries

Reaching out,
sometimes allows us to touch.
Tentatively,
gently,
fearfully.
Is another able,
willing to reach in
and touch a soul
beneath the physicality?
Do we.... dare?
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"

W

hen" . . . is just about as sad as, "
I should have"
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T

here is power also in stillness.

Anticipation along with repose.
It is a rare moment
when spirit
and nature
slip
instead of collide
into a day.
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S

imple Abundance.

For anyone who is feeling stressed. . .
I loved these words:
Cultivate,
Begin,
Keep,
Strive,
Allow,
Breathe,
Luxuriate,
Opt,
Approach,
Honor,
Surrender,
Nurture,
Create,
Cherish
Care,
Express,
Search
. . . Be.
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S

ome things say more
when
they aren't said
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E

verything looks different

through the telescope
of time.
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P

eople don't want to be fixed.

W

hat we 'make' time for

They only want to be understood,

is more revealing

and allowed

than what we 'wish'

to feel.

we had time for.
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"

M

ercurial is she

who finds herself a liquid
in life's
measured chalice. "
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C

an you be held accountable
for

what you can't remember,
or
what you can not forget?"
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H

umor is when all laugh,
not

merely those looking in."
"m an optimistic pessimist.
I plan for the worst
and hope for the best."
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~*~

our attitude

is about the only thing
you are entirely
in charge of.
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B

eware of burying yourself in 'Busy'.
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"

Y

ou dream. . .

what your soul hungers for.
Hunger is not dismissed
by starvation."
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~*~

oo many learn nothing,
because
they 'understand'
too soon.
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T

he opinions of those that matter
... matter.

The opinions of those that don't
.... don't.
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People talk about things
until they don't need to talk about them anymore.
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It is a beautiful thing,
not to be forgotten...
but exquisite pleasure
to be remembered.
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To all those who have shared their
pain, their hope, their grievances
and their successes with me in this
unsteady and unsure journey of
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fortitude, your spirit, your warmth
and most of all your willingness to
turn your lives into something of
value even when disappointment
tugs the rug out from under your
world.
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Single May Be
Where You Are,
~*~

But Single Is Not
WHO
You Are.
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